Effect of primary organic sea spray emissions on cloud condensation nuclei concentrations
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Abstract. This work estimates the primary marine organic aerosol global emission source and its impact on cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) concentrations by implementing an organic sea spray source function into a series of global aerosol simulations. The source function assumes that a fraction of the sea spray emissions, depending on the local chlorophyll concentration, is organic matter in place of sea salt. Effect on CCN concentrations (at 0.2 % supersaturation) is modeled using the Two-Moment Aerosol Sectional (TOMAS) microphysics algorithm coupled to the GISS II-prime general circulation model. The presence of organics affects CCN activity in competing ways: by reducing the amount of solute available in the particle and decreasing surface tension of CCN. To model surfactant effects, surface tension depression data from seawater samples taken near the Georgia coast were applied as a function of carbon concentrations. A global marine organic aerosol emission rate of 17.7 Tg C yr⁻¹ is estimated from the simulations. Marine organics exert a localized influence on CCN(0.2 %) concentrations, decreasing regional concentrations by no more than 5 % and by less than 0.5 % over most of the globe, assuming direct replacement of sea salt aerosol with organic aerosol. The decrease in CCN concentrations results from the fact that the decrease in particle solute concentration outweighs the organic surfactant effects. The low sensitivity of CCN(0.2 %) to the marine organic emissions is likely due to the small compositional changes: the mass fraction of OA in accumulation mode aerosol increases by only ~15 % in a biologically active region of the Southern Ocean. To test the sensitivity to uncertainty in the sea spray emissions process, we relax the assumption that sea spray aerosol number and mass remain fixed and instead can add to sea spray emissions rather than replace existing sea salt. In these simulations, we find that marine organic aerosol can increase CCN by up to 50 % in the Southern Ocean and 3.7 % globally during the austral summer. This vast difference in CCN impact highlights the need for further observational exploration of the sea spray aerosol emission process as well as evaluation and development of model parameterizations.

1 Introduction

Physical processes on the ocean surface result in formation of sea spray aerosol. Sea spray aerosol in conjunction with dimethyl sulfide (DMS) emissions from phytoplankton is thought to dominate oceanic aerosol sources. It is now recognized that the oceans are also a significant source of primary and secondary organic matter (Meskhidze and Nenes, 2006; O’Dowd et al., 2004). Meskhidze and Nenes (2006) found that cloud effective radius was reduced by 30 % over a phytoplankton bloom in the Southern Ocean and attributed this decrease to marine isoprene emission and SOA formation. Although oceanic phytoplankton emit several types of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) with isoprene being the major constituent, secondary organic aerosol (SOA) derived from marine sources of isoprene is now thought to comprise less than 10 % of the observed total marine organic aerosol (Arnold et al., 2009; Claeys et al., 2010; Myriokefalitakis et al., 2010; Ovadnevaite et al., 2011). Primary marine sources, however, may dominate marine organic aerosol matter (Facchini et al., 2008). Primary marine organic aerosol exists
used variations on the O’Dowd correlation and have resulted in smaller global emissions estimates when compared to Rolofs (2008). Recently, Vignati et al. (2010) applied an updated version of the O’Dowd et al. (2008) source function into a chemical transport and aerosol microphysics model and found a submicron emission rate of 8.2 Tg C yr$^{-1}$. Gantt et al. (2009) estimated a submicron and supermicron source of 2.9 and 19.4 Tg C yr$^{-1}$, respectively, again using the O’Dowd et al. (2008) source function and chlorophyll-$a$ concentrations retrieved via remote sensing. Supermicron emissions were estimated by extrapolating the source function, which may bias the total global emissions estimate, and are not necessarily in agreement with observations (O’Dowd et al., 2004). Because sea spray exists primarily in the coarse mode, even small fractions of organic mass can result in large absolute quantities of organics in the coarse mode. In another study, Spracklen et al. (2008) used chlorophyll-$a$ concentrations to implement a different source function in the GLOMAP aerosol model. That work, which tuned the source function to observed organic carbon observations, found a best fit assuming a primary and secondary source of about 5.5 Tg C yr$^{-1}$ in the submicron range and 2.5 Tg C yr$^{-1}$ in the supermicron range. This method can provide accurate results but also lacks a physical grounding as the model results are tuned to measurements taken at a few remote locations. Using the TM4-ECPL chemical transport model with the O’Dowd correlation, Myriokefalitakis et al. (2010) found a submicron primary source of 4 Tg C yr$^{-1}$ and an SOA source of 1.5 Tg C yr$^{-1}$.

Assuming that aerosol size and composition do not change, enhancements in aerosol number and mass lead to higher cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) concentrations. Higher amounts of CCN perturb climate by brightening clouds, which is known as the first aerosol indirect effect (Twomey, 1977). While past studies have focused mainly on mass concentrations and global aerosol budgets, this study aims to extend the analysis to determine the impact of primary marine organic matter on global and regional CCN concentrations. Fuentes et al. (2010b) studied hygroscopicity and CCN activity of laboratory prepared seawater samples and found a 5–24% relative increase in the critical supersaturation for CCN activation in the organic-enriched samples compared to the artificial inorganic seawater. Like Fuentes et al. (2010b), our analysis explores the CCN impact through the changes in marine aerosol composition and the accompanied decreases in surface tension. We focus on the CCN activity of atmospheric organic sea spray on a global scale using atmospheric modeling, and we test the model sensitivity to separate scenarios in which marine organic carbon adds on to existing sea salt or displaces it. To do this, the combined organic-inorganic source function of sea spray developed by O’Dowd et al. (2008) is implemented into a fast and efficient global aerosol microphysics model, GISS-TOMAS.
2 Model description

2.1 GISS GCM II'

The Goddard Institute for Space Studies General Circulation Model II-prime (GISS GCM II') was used for this modelling study. GISS GCM II' solves the three dimensional conservation equations for mass, momentum, energy, and moisture for each model grid cell. Advection of chemical species is calculated in 1-h time steps using a quadratic upstream method (Prather, 1986). The version used in this study has a spatial resolution of 4 degrees latitude by 5 degrees longitude, and a vertical resolution of 9 layers up to 10 mb pressure. Clouds are treated with two separate parameterizations for large scale and convective clouds (Del Genio et al., 1996; Yao and Del Genio, 1999). Large-scale or stratiform clouds are assumed to be present in the simulations if relative humidity in the GCM grid cell exceeds 60 %. Convective clouds, which must be parameterized as a sub-grid process, are predicted based on the convective mass flux necessary to counteract the instability at cloud base (Hansen et al., 1983).

2.2 TwO-Moment Aerosol Sectional (TOMAS) algorithm

Aerosol microphysical calculations are done by the TwO Moment Aerosol Sectional (TOMAS) algorithm, which runs online in the GISS-GCM II' host model. TOMAS consists of codes to calculate the effects of nucleation, coagulation, condensation/evaporation, cloud processing, size-resolved dry and wet deposition, and emissions on the size distribution of aerosols at 1-h time steps (Adams and Seinfeld, 2002; Pierce et al., 2007). For this study, a faster version of TOMAS was employed to expedite computation time (Lee et al., 2011). In FAST-TOMAS, aerosol size is represented as 15 geometrically spaced size sections from 10 nm to 10 µm in diameter. The size sections, or “bins”, are spaced by average mass per particle, starting at 10⁻²¹ kg and increasing by mass quadrupling. Species treated in FAST-TOMAS include sulphate, sea-salt, hydrophilic and hydrophobic organic carbon, externally and internally mixed elemental carbon, and mineral dust. Size-resolved sulphate and mineral dust are unchanged from past studies involving GISS-TOMAS (Adams and Seinfeld, 2003; Lee and Adams, 2010). This section outlines GISS-TOMAS in its initial form whereas Sect. 2.3 describes changes made to the basic framework required to model the organic sea spray emissions.

2.2.1 Sea spray

Previously, GISS-TOMAS treated sea spray as consisting solely of sodium chloride. The sea spray size distribution is treated similarly to the study of Pierce and Adams (2006). The emissions parameterization used is based on Clarke et al. (2006), which relates aerosol flux to wind speed at 10 m altitude raised to the power of 3.41 \((U_{10}^{3.41})\). The parameterization makes use of data observed from a coastal field campaign in order to fit the emissions flux size distribution to polynomial functions ranging from 10 nm to 8 µm in diameter (Clarke et al., 2006). As discussed in Pierce and Adams (2006), variability in wind speed predictions in a GCM is a main source of uncertainty in the accuracy of sea-salt emissions parameterizations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>κ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sea salt</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral dust</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elemental carbon</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrophilic OC</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrophobic OC</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Hygroscopicity parameters, κ, used in model.

2.2.2 Organic aerosol

Carbonaceous aerosols are configured in a similar manner to Pierce et al. (2007), with fossil fuel and biomass burning emissions specified by the Bond inventory (Bond et al., 2004). Organic aerosol is divided into four sub-categories: externally mixed EC, internally mixed EC, hydrophobic OC, and hydrophilic OC. The contributions of each of the organic categories to CCN activity is represented using the single, lumped, hygroscopicity parameter \(κ\) of Petters and Kreidenweis (2007). Table 1 shows the values of \(κ\) (calculated at 273 K) used in our simulation. Hydrophobic OC is assigned a \(κ\)-value of 0.09, while hydrophilic OC species are assigned a \(κ\)-value of 0.2 (see Table 1). We assume a constant OM:OC ratio of 1.8 for all emissions and for ambient organic aerosol (El-Zanan et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2005). Previously in GISS-TOMAS, surface tension depression effects were not considered and the surface tension of pure water was applied to nucleating cloud droplets. The timescale of conversion of hydrophobic to hydrophilic aerosol was 1.5 days. Conversion from externally mixed to internally mixed EC uses this same timescale.

2.2.3 Cloud condensation nuclei formation and scavenging

Cloud condensation nuclei formation in the GISS-TOMAS model mimics the methods described in past model versions (Adams and Seinfeld, 2003; Pierce and Adams, 2006). Convective and stratiform clouds form at fixed supersaturations of 1.0 and 0.2 %, respectively. These supersaturations are then used to determine the critical diameter above which particles act as CCN. The activation diameter depends on critical supersaturation \(S_c\) and composition. A comprehensive form of Köhler theory is employed via look-up tables that take percent composition of sulphate, sea salt, hydrophilic
OC, and hydrophobic OC as inputs and yield critical activation diameters at various supersaturations as output (Raymond and Pandis, 2003). When the activation diameter falls within a model size section, we interpolate linearly by using the fraction of activated particles within the section.

Wet deposition includes both in-cloud and below-cloud scavenging. For in-cloud scavenging, particles that activate to form cloud drops are removed if those cloud drops precipitate according to the GCM cloud parameterization. Below-cloud scavenging occurs when particles of any size collide with falling raindrops. A simple first-order removal scheme (Koch et al., 1999) is applied to treat below-cloud scavenging. To account for the size resolution, an updated size-dependent washout rate constant is applied as in previous model versions (Adams and Seinfeld, 2002; Dana and Hales, 1976).

2.3 Treatment of primary marine organic aerosol

2.3.1 Primary marine organic source function

Including organics in marine sea spray required several modifications to the original GISS-TOMAS framework described in the previous sections. A combined organic-inorganic sea spray source function was implemented in the form of (O’Dowd et al., 2008):

\[
\% \text{OM} = \frac{63.015 \cdot \text{[Chl]} + 10}{3} \tag{1}
\]

where chlorophyll concentrations ([Chl]) are in units of mg m\(^{-3}\) and organic matter (%OM) is calculated as mass fraction of the sea spray that is organic. The correlation is applied only for chlorophyll concentrations less than 1.5 mg m\(^{-3}\). Larger concentrations are assigned a maximum OM fraction of 80%. The source function was applied globally to the existing sea-spray emissions parameterization in the GISS-TOMAS model, described by Clarke et al. (2006) and reviewed in Sect. 2.2.1. In one set of simulations, the total number and mass emissions of sea spray remain the same as previous versions of the model, with each particle containing a percentage OM according to Eq. (1) (simulations named “ORG”). In other words, organic aerosol mass is enhanced via the O’Dowd et al. (2008) source function by the same amount that sea-salt mass is reduced. In another simulation, instead of replacing the sea salt with marine OC on a 1:1 basis, we add the marine OC in addition to existing sources of OC and do not replace sea salt ($S_{\text{ORG-ADD}}$). This allows the number and mass concentrations to increase. The combined organic-inorganic source function is applied only to submicron size ranges, and all of the primary marine organic sea spray emitted is added to the hydrophobic OC size-resolved species in the GISS-TOMAS model.

It is currently unclear whether marine OC emissions displace sea salt, completely or partially, or occur in addition to sea salt. Physically, it depends on how organics affect the volume and composition of material ejected by wind-generated bubble bursting. We assume that OC replacement is more likely to happen, but test both methods as mentioned previously. Because the organics are likely sitting at the air-surface interface as either a microphase or a surface active monolayer and are not fully dissolved into bulk seawater, the volume mobilized by wind-generated bubble bursting will include a portion consisting of OC with little or no sea salt. In this scenario, the oceanic organic matter displaces some of what current sea salt parameterizations consider to be only sea salt and water, and thus the combined organic-inorganic source function should subtract sea salt and add OC. However, because seawater is dilute, OC probably does not completely replace sea salt on a 1:1 basis. Oppo et al. (1999) gives a theoretical analysis of what the organic monolayer enrichment might look like.

Lumping primary marine organic emissions into the hydrophobic OC model tracer assigns a $\kappa$-value of 0.09 for those emissions (Table 1), which implies an average organic molar mass of around 0.280 kg mol\(^{-1}\), assuming an organic density of 1400 kg m\(^{-3}\). While this is done to avoid the computational burden of adding another model species, some studies have suggested that primary marine organics consist of larger macromolecules, which have lower hygroscopicities. Moore et al. (2008) inferred an average organic molar mass of 4.3 kg mol\(^{-1}\) (corresponding to $\kappa = 0.006$) from CCN activation experiments of an estuarine seawater extract enriched in dissolved organics, but noted that a small amount of low-molecular-weight species may be preferentially lost during the enrichment process, so this $\kappa$-value may represent the lower limit of marine dissolved organic matter. Svenningsson et al. (2006) used aquatic Suwannee River fulvic acid (SRFA) to simulate the contribution of a polycyclic marine organic aerosol component and report an average molar mass of 0.732 kg mol\(^{-1}\) and density of 1500 kg m\(^{-3}\), which translates into a $\kappa$-value of 0.04. Despite this simplifying assumption, we note that the overall $\kappa$ of the internally-mixed marine aerosol is fairly insensitive to our choice of $\kappa$ for primary marine organic emissions because of the relatively high mass fraction and $\kappa$-value of sodium chloride. Recalling that $\kappa$ of a mixture is a volume-weighted average of $\kappa$ of its individual components (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007), the effect of primary marine organic emissions is to replace $\sim 15\%$ of the sea salt ($\kappa = 0.98$) in sea spray with $\kappa = 0.006$. Since our approach uses $\kappa = 0.09$ for primary marine organic emissions instead of $\kappa = 0.006$, it captures 92% of the change in the $\kappa$ of the mixed particle.

2.3.2 Chemical aging rates

We consider three different rates of chemical conversion from hydrophobic to hydrophilic organic aerosol. Each of these rates corresponds to a unique pair of simulations, as is described in Sect. 2.4 and outlined in Table 2. The results shown in this paper are solely for a chemical conversion
timescale of 4.5 days. This is consistent with chemical aging rates observed for marine aerosol by Maria et al. (2004), which reported an oxidation rate of 17% organic carbon per day. Other rates explored and simulated, representing upper and lower bounds on aging rates and are described in Sect. 2.4. Results from the other aging cases are not shown here since they do not differ greatly from the base case aging timescale of 4.5 days.

### 2.3.3 Surfactant effects

Surfactants in the organic fraction may decrease activating cloud droplet surface tension thereby facilitating CCN activation (Facchini et al., 1999). These effects were considered in some of the simulations performed here. Data taken from seawater samples off the coast of Georgia, United States, show a nonlinear decreasing trend in surface tension with increasing water-soluble organic carbon concentration (Moore et al., 2008). The relation between surface tension and carbon concentration follows the Szyskowski-Langmuir fit (Langmuir, 1917):

\[
\sigma = \sigma_w - \alpha T \ln(1 + \beta C)
\]

(2)

where \(\sigma_w\) represents the surface tension of pure water, \(T\) is temperature, \(C\) is carbon concentration in the activating droplet (mass per volume), and \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are fitting parameters. The data used here from Moore et al. (2008) is representative of natural marine dissolved organic matter (DOM) and agrees with inferred surface tension depression calculated from Köhler theory. Other fits, such as one presented in Cavalli et al. (2004), yield stronger surface tension depression values but are not considered here.

Surface tension is a parameter in the Kelvin term of Köhler theory (exponential term in Eq. 3), which determines the supersaturation (\(S\)) required for a particle to activate into a cloud nucleus as a function of particle wet diameter (\(D_{\text{wet}}\)). Other variables in the Kelvin term (temperature \(T\) in Kelvin, universal gas constant \(R\), molecular weight of water \(M_w\), and density of water \(\rho_w\)) remain unchanged. The reduced surface tension of the activating droplet weakens the Kelvin effect and results in lower critical supersaturations (\(S_c\), the maximum of Eq. 3). The surfactants augment the CCN activity of the aerosol, leading to higher CCN concentrations at a given supersaturation. The competing Raoult effect is presented here in terms of the hygroscopicity parameter (\(\kappa\)), particle wet diameter (\(D_{\text{wet}}\)), and particle dry diameter (\(D_{\text{dry}}\)).

\[
S = \frac{D_{\text{wet}} - D_{\text{dry}}}{D_{\text{wet}}^3 - D_{\text{dry}}^3} \exp\left(\frac{4M_w \sigma_w}{RT \rho_w D_{\text{wet}}}\right)
\]

(3)

In order to apply the effect of surfactants to the GISS-TOMAS model, we modified the activation and wet deposition calculations to accept a variable surface tension instead of a fixed value (previously the surface tension of water). Surface tension in the model is now a function of composition and critical diameter, the latter of which is used to find the volume of water in the activating cloud droplets. In Eq. (2), carbon mass concentration is determined from the hydrophobic plus hydrophilic organic carbon per water volume in the droplet at the point of activation. Total (hydrophobic plus hydrophilic) organic aerosol mass was chosen in order to capture a maximum surface tension depression effect as well as for consistency with the measurements taken by Moore et al. (2008).

### 2.4 Description of simulations

Twelve simulations were carried out (Table 2) for twelve months each plus three months of spin-up. F-ORG and F-BASE refer to two simulations using the same “fast” aging timescale (1.5 days) but differ in that F-ORG contains a primary marine organic source function whereas F-BASE does not. Similarly, N-ORG and N-BASE refer to two simulations in which there is no chemical aging and the entirety of the primary marine organic aerosol exists as hydrophobic organic carbon. Results in this study represent differencing between S-ORG and S-BASE, allowing for isolation of the marine organic aerosols under the “slow” aging lifetime of 4.5 days. Fσ-, Sσ-, and Σσ-ORG and BASE refer to the same simulations described above with the exception that organic aerosol is considered to be surface active, allowing for estimation of surfactant effects. Finally, sensitivity to assumptions of replacement or addition of marine organic aerosol with respect to existing sea salt is tested in the Sσ-ORG-ADD simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>“Fast” aging (1.5 d)</th>
<th>“Slow” aging (4.5 d)</th>
<th>No Aging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marine organic emissions</td>
<td>F-ORG</td>
<td>S-ORG</td>
<td>N-ORG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No marine organics</td>
<td>F-BASE</td>
<td>S-BASE</td>
<td>N-BASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine organic emissions with surfactant</td>
<td>Fσ-ORG</td>
<td>Sσ-ORG</td>
<td>Σσ-ORG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No marine organics with surfactant</td>
<td>Fσ-BASE</td>
<td>Sσ-BASE</td>
<td>Σσ-BASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine organic emissions with addition of mass and number</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Sσ-ORG-ADD</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Model simulations performed.


The main difference between the slow aging case presented here (S-ORG/BASE) and the other two cases (F-ORG/BASE and N-ORG/BASE) is the magnitude of the aging term. The aging budget information for the N-ORG/BASE case is $0\ Tg\ yr^{-1}$ for both simulations since those simulations have no aging occurring. For the F-ORG/BASE simulations, aging is happening quite a bit faster than in the S-ORG/BASE scenarios. In F-ORG and F-BASE cases, aging is responsible for $28\ Tg\ yr^{-1}$ and $20\ Tg\ yr^{-1}$, respectively. As shown in Table 3, S-ORG and S-BASE having aging budget values of $18$ and $13\ Tg\ yr^{-1}$, respectively.

### 3.2 Surface mass concentration

Figure 1 shows the sea salt mass concentrations and total organic aerosol mass concentrations for the Northern Hemisphere summer (JJA) and winter (DJF) months. Maximum concentrations of sea salt (panels A and B) are shown for the S-BASE simulation and are predicted to occur in the mid-to-upper latitudes in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. For marine organic aerosol (panels C and D) Fig. 1 represents the difference between concentrations with (S-ORG) and without (S-BASE) the primary marine organic source function. Panels E and F show the base case concentrations for each set of months (S-BASE). In the winter months during periods of high biological activity in the Southern Ocean, concentrations of organic aerosol reach a maximum of $2\ \mu g\ m^{-3}$. For the summer months, similar maximum concentrations of primary marine organic aerosol are reached in the northern Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Because of the higher winds and less variability in the chlorophyll-a concentrations in the Southern Hemisphere compared to the Northern Hemisphere, the oceanic organic aerosol source remains significant during the Southern Hemisphere winter months (JJA). The globally averaged surface concentrations for primary marine organic aerosol are $0.16$ and $0.12\ \mu g\ m^{-3}$ for DJF and JJA, respectively.

### 3.3 Model evaluation against observations

Recently, two observational data sets of marine aerosols from remote sites with high biological activity have become available. These datasets were taken at Mace Head ($53^\circ 19.5'\ N$, $9^\circ 54'\ W$) and Amsterdam Island ($37^\circ 49'\ S$, $77^\circ 33'\ E$) (Sciare et al., 2009; Yoon et al., 2007). Model predictions are
Fig. 1. Total sea salt (panels A and B) and marine organic aerosol (panels C and D) mass concentrations (in µg m\(^{-3}\)) at the surface for a three-month seasonal average over December, January, and February (panels A and C), and June, July, and August (panels B and D). For the same set of months, panels (E) and (F) show the surface mass concentrations of organic aerosol without the marine organic source function. Concentrations are calculated at a standard a temperature of 273 K and pressure of 1000 hPa.

Presented against the Mace Head and Amsterdam Island data sets, being representative locations for both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres (Fig. 2). The data used for the Mace Head comparison is not filtered by black carbon concentration or wind direction as described in Cavalli et al. (2004). At Mace Head, the model predicts observed concentrations within a factor of two for many of the months. The log mean normalized bias (LMNB) averaged over the full year is 0.36, compared to -1.26 in the base case without marine organics. The correlation coefficient also improves from -0.115 without marine organics to 0.248 with them. When using the ORG-ADD simulation results, the model biases are larger, as seen in the grey and light red trace in Fig. 2. At Amsterdam Island, the model consistently predicts higher concentrations than the observations. Here, the LMNB is 0.51 with marine organics, compared to -0.79 without them, indicating that the simulations with marine organics over-predict by a factor of 3 on average. For this location, despite the improvement in LMNB, the model does not capture the trend seen in the observations and there is no improvement in the correlation coefficient. Although significant model-measurement disagreement is evident, it is clear that the updated model is an improvement over the same model without the implementation of the O’Dowd et al. (2008) source function. The LMNB values after including marine organic emissions suggest that the model overpredicts OC mass concentrations by a factor of 2 and 3 at Mace Head and Amsterdam Island, respectively, biases that are typical of global aerosol models in general and of sea spray in particular. For example, AEROCOM found biases ranging from a factor of 2 to 10, depending on the model used in the comparison (Textor et al., 2006). However, it should be pointed out that our model has a tendency to overpredict OC with the inclusion of marine sources while it tends to underpredict sea salt mass concentrations (Pierce...
Fig. 2. Model and measurement comparison of total organic aerosol concentrations at two locations. Solid lines represent observations at Mace Head (black, panel A) and Amsterdam Island (red, panel B), and long dashed lines represent modelled values with marine organic enhancement at Mace Head (black) and Amsterdam Island (red). Short dashed lines represent model predictions at Mace Head (black) and Amsterdam Island (red) for simulations without the marine organic source function. The grey line in panel (A) and lighter shade of red in panel (B) represent model values at Mace Head and Amsterdam Island when the replacement assumption is not used (“ORG-ADD” simulation). Model values are reported for total organic aerosol, both hydrophobic and hydrophilic. Measured data is in the form of WIOC + WSOC.

3.4 Impacts of primary OC emissions on CCN concentrations

Figure 3a and b show the percent change in CCN(0.2 %) concentrations without surface tension depression effects of the organic aerosol for Northern Hemisphere winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) months. CCN(0.2 %) concentrations decrease, reflecting the decrease in aerosol solubility. The correlation between organic fraction and chlorophyll-a is not observed at Amsterdam Island as it is at Mace Head (Claeys et al., 2010), thus it is not surprising that model error is larger. Nevertheless, in the absence of primary marine organic emissions, the model greatly underestimates organic aerosol concentrations at these sites.
global change is less than 1 % but up to 5 % in the areas of high ocean biological activity. In the austral summer (DJF), CCN(0.2 %) concentrations decrease by as much as 5 % in the Southern Ocean. The locations of the strongest CCN decreases appear in regions containing high primary marine organic aerosol (Fig. 1).

Figure 3c and d show the percent change of CCN(0.2 %) concentrations with inclusion of surface tension depression effects of the organic aerosol for DJF and JJA months. These results follow similar trends as when surface tension effects were ignored, except that the magnitude of the changes is slightly smaller. The surface tension depression of the organic compounds in the internally mixed aerosol enhances CCN concentrations compared to the case without surfactant effects. However, the increase in CCN due to surfactant effects is outweighed by the decrease in CCN due to lower aerosol solubility.

Figure 4 shows the percent change of CCN(0.2 %) concentrations assuming that marine organics do not replace sea salt aerosol (Sσ-ORG-ADD simulation). In this plot, surfactant effects are included. We find that the sign and the magnitude of the CCN effect changes significantly when compared with the replacement assumption (S-ORG simulation). The increases in CCN(0.2 %) concentrations can be explained by the manner that the source function was applied in these simulations. For these simulations, number and mass of marine organic aerosol is an additional source that does not displace any sea salt. More aerosol number, despite the low hygroscopicity, will lead to more CCN. Similar to the replacement of sea salt simulations, the strongest changes are predicted in the Southern Ocean in both DJF (panel A) and JJA (panel B). The CCN(0.2 %) concentrations now increase when compared to a base case simulation by as much as 25–50 % in the Southern Ocean during the austral summer. In contrast, Northern Hemisphere summer increases in CCN(0.2 %) are in the 10–25 % range. Globally averaged the increases are 3.7 % for the DJF months and 2.9 % for JJA.

To explain why the fixed aerosol number and mass cases result in such a minor CCN sensitivity (Fig. 3), Fig. 5 shows the activation curves (DJF) for aerosol in the middle of the Southern Ocean (45°0′ S, 0°0′ E) and for pure species sea salt (κ = 0.98) and hydrophilic organic aerosol (κ = 0.2). This particular location is an area of high biological production with relatively small continental pollution influence and, therefore, exhibits one of the largest percent decreases in CCN(0.2 %) due to marine organic emissions. At this location, an aerosol of dry diameter 92 nm has a critical supersaturation of 0.2 % and is roughly 15 % hydrophobic organic, 5 % hydrophilic organic, 60 % seasalt, and 20 % sulfate. As expected, the activation curves for this location follow more closely the behavior of sea salt than organic aerosol, which remains the dominant component even in this area of high biological productivity. The activation curves for both of the organically enriched size distributions are shifted to the right of the base case, in which the composition is 5 % hydrophilic organic, 75 % seasalt, and 20 % sulfate. The critical
diameter at 0.2% supersaturation shifts only a small amount (from about 84 to 92 nm) with the marine organic enhancement. When surface tension depression effects are included, the suppression of the Kelvin effect by the lowered surface tension shifts the critical diameter back to around 89 nm, partially offsetting the solubility effect of marine organic aerosol on CCN(0.2%) concentrations. This critical diameter decrease from surfactant effects yields less than a 2% change on overall CCN concentrations, consistent with predicted aerosol number size distributions for the region.

The number size distribution function for this region in the fixed aerosol number and mass assumption scenario (S-ORG) confirms the small (1 to 5%) changes in overall CCN. The shape of the distribution functions for the S-BASE and S-ORG cases are virtually the same (not shown), which highlights that primary marine organic aerosol does not drastically change the overall microphysics. Instead, the CCN changes result almost entirely from the shift in aerosol activation diameter.

4 Conclusions

Model simulations were performed with a modified version of the GISS-TOMAS global aerosol model to determine the sensitivity of cloud condensation nuclei to marine organic sea-spray aerosol emissions. The global emission source of primary marine organics was estimated to be 17.7 Tg yr\(^{-1}\) or 20% of the total modelled OC emission source. Modeled and measured monthly averaged surface concentrations of marine organic aerosol agree to within a factor of two or better for several months of the year, particularly during periods of biological activity. However, discrepancies in the model-measurement comparison can be as large as a factor of 5. When compared to a base case model without marine organics, the O’Dowd et al. (2008) source function improves the model prediction of OC mass concentrations at both locations examined here, Mace Head and Amsterdam Island. Our errors are in the same range that global aerosols models have previously reported for sea salt. Thus, we cannot unambiguously attribute the errors to the marine organic source function alone since predictions of marine OC concentrations will be affected by the same errors as sea salt, including errors in model wind speed. Nevertheless, we expect that improvements in the marine organic source function are possible.

Surfactant effects were simulated in order to obtain the complete effect of the marine emission source. When surfactant effects are not considered, we find that CCN(0.2%) concentrations decrease by about 5% in biologically active regions assuming total sea spray aerosol number and mass (sea salt and organic) remained fixed. Impacts on CCN(0.2%) concentrations are less than 0.5% over most of the ocean
surface. The CCN decreases are due to the replacement of a soluble sea-salt composition with a less soluble hydrophobic organic aerosol. The effect is relatively small due to the small (∼15%) compositional changes induced by the primary organic emissions. When surfactant effects are considered, the effect of decreased solute is partially offset by the ability of surfactants to lower surface tension and enable CCN activation. Changes in CCN(0.2%) with surface tension depression effects considered are about −1 to −5% regionally and −0.25% globally. When we hold NaCl mass emissions fixed and add marine OC mass, increasing sea spray number flux accordingly, we find that CCN increase by up to 50% regionally and 3.7% globally. With these assumptions, marine organic aerosol does appear to be a major player in regional CCN with modest but non-negligible global influence. However, these sensitivity simulations are high speculative, and modelled ambient concentrations at Mace Head are in better agreement to measurements when the replacement assumption is used (“ORG” simulations).

Since our emission source is almost a factor of two larger than several past studies (Gantt et al., 2009; Spracklen et al., 2008; Vignati et al., 2009), our predicted CCN impacts may be correspondingly high. Only the Roelofs (2008) study had a higher emission source than the work presented here. The 5% CCN sensitivity is not likely significant since it falls below the average CCN prediction error of 9% when using Kohler theory with size-resolved aerosol composition measurements (Sotiropoulou et al., 2006). Therefore, this result suggests that it is unlikely that primary marine organic aerosol significantly affects CCN concentrations, both globally and regionally. However, when aerosol number is not held fixed, significant CCN concentrations result from marine organic sources. These two scenarios provide bounding cases on the possible effects of marine organic aerosol on CCN. Different assumptions, such as the fixing of aerosol number, lead to vastly different results. Future work is needed to fully determine the physical mechanism behind sea spray aerosol emissions, and future measurements should move beyond marine OC mass to investigate carefully how and whether sea salt mass and aerosol number emissions fluxes change between biologically inactive and active regions.
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